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About the project
The official contacts among the main musicological institutions of the V4 area are facing
difficulties; the number of international projects are insignificant, while historical musicology in
these countries examines topics centered on the common history of the region. The project
focuses on the most important decades of cultural nation-building. The discourse on this
subject – due to national sensitivities – is usually closed into itself, and therefore it encounters
difficulties in addressing the regional or a wider scholarly community. To make steps in the direction of an opening is perhaps not a totally original idea, but its implementation had to wait
for a change of generations in scholarly life and a paradigm shift in the international discourse
of historical sciences. The methodological coordination of the research on the period
1870–1920 carried out currently by the institutes participating in the project and the establishing of a common scholarly database would be a unique initiative within the practice of historical musicology in our region. The musical theatre of the region developed its national
versions by adapting European models, its agents were companies and artists orbiting on path
spanning the current (and former) borders of countries and languages. The inventory of the
sources for the repertoire of the individual companies is done at a local level by the research
facilities of the individual countries, but the source processing is more efficient if we manage to
coordinate our research projects. In addition to presenting the West-European models, the
time has come for discovering the common regional specialties as well, given that local adaptations were often made in a similar manner.

We consider this project the first step in a long-term institutional cooperation. Our short-term
plans were formulated accordingly (databases of bibliography and sources, research trips, lectures, publications, workshop, concert). The participating institutions have already applied with
their research activities in progress to this project which would enable them to unify the results
of their ongoing work and a continuation according to a common methodological basis. Our
most important long-term goal is the creation of a complex regional musical theatrical website
and database as well as the popularization of the content appearing in it as widely as possible.
The knowledge and awareness of the activity of national theatrical companies operating within
an international theatrical network contributes to the recognition of the region’s uniform cultural profile as well as to the acceptance of the differences.

Outputs
The co-operation to be carried out in this project will lead to the creation of an important
common knowledge base concerning the regional music and theatre history and it will also
transmit easily accessible factual information to the wider circles of cultural consumers. During
the project, five decades of music theatrical repertoire from the turn of 19th and 20th centuries
will become available for the first time both to the academic community and the wider audience
through a common surface (database) and further publication (brochure, volume, website).
The main objective of the project is to elaborate multi-language databases on the East-Central
European musical theatre:
(1) the regional database of the music theatrical literature will contain reference works,
books, studies, and contemporary press material related to the theme of the project;
(2) the regional database of the sources of musical theatre (1870–1920) accounts for
locations and larger source units of the theatrical industry of the researched period and
it also contains descriptions of some of the larger inventories.

The two databases are meant to combine scattered research results so far and to add new ones;
it makes the results accessible to the professional and the wider public, and also introduces
them into education. The historiographies of the region still do not transcend the national
boundaries. Up to this day, no similar databases has been compiled in any of the V4 countries
from the years we are researching.

Events
Workshop (June of 2018). An Essentially International Genre and Its Repertoire in the
Service of Nation–building. Sources and Common Methods in the Processing of the
Historical Source-material
An important objective of the workshop organized in Budapest by the Department for
Hungarian Music History of the Institute for Musicology RCH, HAS is to explore the circulation
and the routes of the musical repertoire in the East-Central European region and to offer a survey of the network of music theatrical companies. The issues raised at the workshop will be:
(1) the sources of musical theatre in the period of 1870–1920 and their processing;
(2) the regional network: touring ensembles, repertoire, music trade;
(3) the output of the project: discussion on structure of the regional source database,
the concept of the publication concluding the project, the plans of a complex database
of musical theatre to be elaborated as the continuation of the project.
Besides the presentations of the project participants as a guest lecturer and a leading authority
of this research field, Tatjana Markovic (Wien, MDW) will examine the foundation of national
theatres and will elaborate the context in the history of ideas in which this process took place.

Lecture recital connected to the workshop
Performers: Ingrid Kertesi (soprano), Tamás Kéry (piano)
A concert and lecture connected to the workshop will be an important event of the cooperation.
The individual arias and other musical compositions will be chosen collectively by the representatives of countries participating in the project and the researchers would also contribute
by holding introductory lectures on the historical background of the music.
Educational lectures and presentations of the projects
In the participating countries, participants of the project will present the database and the underlying research results at the local universities, research institutes and to the wider public on
the radio or at the events of the cultural institutions in the cities of the Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland and Slovakia.
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